Learn how to sort search results by author, date of publication or title and more. Once search results have been displayed, it is possible to sort them by author, date of publication or title.

You can do this by clicking the **Sort Results** link in the top menu bar.

You can sort the results by author, title, the collection the result is from, the publication date, relevance of the result to your search and whether full-text is available.

### Sort Results

Your search has returned 100 out of 506 hits.
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You can also select the order in which you want the sorted results to display – ascending or descending:
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Specify the number of results to sort. If the number specified is more than the number currently retrieved for the search, NRE/VDX will retrieve more results before the sorted results are displayed. Therefore, there may be a delay in displaying the sorted results.
Your search has returned 100 out of 506 hits.

Sort by: Author

Sort Order: Ascending

Number of records to sort (max 1000): 506

Sort

The search results will be sorted by the option chosen.

1. Artificial black holes / editors, Mário Novello, Matt Visser, Grigori Volovik.
   Number of holdings: 2 | ISBN - 9810248075 | LCCN - 2003266511
   Collection: TUG Union Catalogue - (Universities of Guelph, Waterloo, Wilfrid Laurier)

   Number of holdings: 1 | ISBN - 0387063765 | LCCN - 73176494
   Collection: TUG Union Catalogue - (Universities of Guelph, Waterloo, Wilfrid Laurier)

   Number of holdings: 1 | ISBN - 0810818361 | LCCN - 85014382
   Collection: TUG Union Catalogue - (Universities of Guelph, Waterloo, Wilfrid Laurier)